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RLP is proud to have partnered 
with a leading custom apparel 
manufacturer to handle design 
& manufacturing for our custom 
apparel programs. 
Exclusively curated and mindfully sourced 100% custom apparel and 
accessories. This line is used by some of the world’s most successful 
brands and largest organizations. Our manufacturer-partner is renowned 
for in-depth brand exploration, client-specific trend analysis and reporting, 
and constant innovation toward sustainable solutions.

4. Exclusive Custom
100% made-to-order design and engineering;
full uniform program merchandising services.

1. In-Stock Products
A large, diverse, and stylish line of high
quality uniform and career apparel.

3. Templated Custom
Specifically designed programs stressing
speed and potentially lower MOQs.

2. Domestic Decoration
Embellishment, custom sewing,
and personalization done in the USA.

BRANDING
Incorporated at the first step of the design
process and applied in ways that simply
cannot be achieved with off-the-shelf apparel.

STYLE
Unique and creative branded apparel
designs based on the latest clothing
trends at retail.

ERGONOMICS & FIT
How do you want these pieces to fit your team?
We can create custom sizing sets to suit your
specific needs.

COLOR
Get fabrics dyed to an exact Pantone color match.
Receive lab dips to approve the color before
production begins.

CHEST

HIP

CHEST

SLEEVE SLEEVE

RANGE OF MOTION

Custom Design
No compromise
It means having control over the process every step of the way, from design to delivery. 
We work with you to achieve your apparel goals, no matter how elaborate or specific.

Send us your Apparel Ideas,
We’ll Take Care of the Rest
As soon as we get the basic information about your project our exceptional custom 
apparel designers roll up their sleeves and get to work.

We welcome any and all information that can help us to better understand the overall 
design and branding mission: web links, demographic insights, secondary art files, 
mission statement; all will be put to good use if available.

Design-to-delivery
custom apparel &
accessories
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Global Sourcing Network
Our manufacturer utilizes a carefully selected network of partners for sourcing the raw 
materials for garment production. This allows us to employ the unique specializations, 
benefits, and expertise found in 20 countries on three continents.



Unlimited Possibilities
The experts are here to guide you through the entire process.
Going down the custom path doesn’t have to be difficult, confusing, or intimidating. Our team has the experience to 
ensure that any project from a custom t-shirt or polo to the most complex outerwear piece or comprehensive uniform 
program is managed with the care and attention it deserves at every step of the journey.

LASER CUTTING &WELDING

PERSONALIZED PATCHESREFLECTIVE FABRIC

SILICONE PATCHES TPU NECK LABELS TRANSLUCENT TPU

SILICONE ON TWILL

PHOTO PRINTING

CREATIVE QUILTING

JUMBO ZIPPER PULLS

REFLECTIVE PIPING

EMBOSSED AGLETS DRAWSTRINGS FAUX LEATHER PATCHES BRANDED BUTTONSCREATIVE SNAPS

DEBOSSED GRAPHICS

SUBLIMATED APPLIQUÉ

The Latest Custom Fabrication & Decorations
Here’s just a sample of the custom manufacturing and embellishment techniques we make use of.
We constantly seek out the latest and greatest options available to provide our clients with truly unique uniforms and apparel.

Minimum Order Quantities
Typical orders require a minimum order of 500 units

LEAD TIMES
Design to bulk production delivery is commonly about 120 days
Every project is unique. There are multiple factors which can alter timing such as but certainly
not limited to; quantity, fabrications, factory partners, current world events, etc.

1. The Design Process
• 7 – 10 days: Apparel concepts and revisions

3. Bulk Production
• 9 - 14 weeks: Knit fabrics
• 10 - 16 weeks:Woven fabrics

2. Prototype Sampling
• 4 - 5 weeks: Available fabric color
• 6 - 7 weeks: Custom fabric color with lab dips for approval

4. Shipping & Delivery
• 5 - 6 weeks: Ocean cargo to a West Coast port, ground transport to final destination
• 7 - 10 days: Air freight (with surcharge) to your door
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GREEN OPTIONS
Why use virgin plastic for single-use poly bags when a
recycled option can help reduce the environmental impact?

Consider poly bags made from recycled plastic or biodegradable starches.

Vegan leather can be made from recycled
plastic or innovative and sustainable materials
such as cork, cactus, and pineapple leaves.

Biomass fibers are obtained from various
types of plant biomass such as hemp stems,
flax, and plant waste matter.

BioMass
Fiber

INFINITY COTTON TM

Recycled polyester with 3rd-party
certification for chemical restrictions,
and social and environmental practices.

RECYCLED POLYESTER, REGENERATED COTTON, AND CELLULOSE FIBER
Look out for the Made with Recycled Bottles, Made with Regenerated Cotton, and Made with Cellulose Fiber
icons to highlight these environmentally conscious fabric options for your next project.

A recycled polyester made from reclaimed
plastic bottles to help us reduce our impact
on the planet.

TENCEL™ and Viscose are soft and
breathable biodegradable fabrics
made with cellulose fibres from wood.

Regenerated cotton saves water in the
production of new crops, reduces waste,
and use of chemicals in the environment.

60% Regenerated Cotton
40% Recycled Polyester

PLASTIC BOTTLES
RECYCLED9

690 GALLONS OF
WATER SAVED

TM

SUSTAINABLE FABRIC INNOVATION
ZERØ yarn is just one of the latest sustainable fabric innovations to come 
out of the lab. It’s a soft and durable blend of regenerated cotton and 
recycled polyester that’s perfect for core tees. And what’s more, it’s 
actually more cost-effective than traditional virgin fabric.

EVERY
T-SHIRT
SAVES

A trusted group that certifies products are
free from harmful chemicals, responsibly
sourced, and produced using fair practices
and safe working conditions.

The SAC engages in a range of due diligence activities
to promote and sustain fair labor practices, safe
working conditions, and environmental responsibility.

Sustainable Fabrication &
Socially Responsible Production
Our manufacturer partner is a  leader in the constant pursuit of the highest ethical 
certification and sustainable fabrication and manufacturing practices.
Through creative distributor partners they design and source for the world’s largest companies and organizations, as such they have had a mandate for 
over 20 years to create a network of factory partners that have exemplary records in social responsibility. Their many certifications speak to our success in 
this regard, but we will never stop the process to improve even more.

Our custom apparel is presented with the latest innovations in sustainability, empowering you to make a variety of choices which can substantially reduce 
the negative impact on the environment, while at the same time making no sacrifices with quality, performance or styling.

3rd Party Audits & Certification
These organizations certify our partner mills and factories to the highest levels of environmental and social practices
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